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Abstract
Despite significant progress, deep reinforcement
learning (RL) suffers from data-inefficiency and
limited generalization. Recent efforts apply meta-
learning to learn a meta-learner from a set of RL
tasks such that a novel but related task could be
solved quickly. Though specific in some ways, dif-
ferent tasks in meta-RL are generally similar at a
high level. However, most meta-RL methods do
not explicitly and adequately model the specific and
shared information among different tasks, which
limits their ability to learn training tasks and to gen-
eralize to novel tasks. In this paper, we propose
to capture the shared information on the one hand
and meta-learn how to quickly abstract the specific
information about a task on the other hand. Method-
ologically, we train an SGD meta-learner to quickly
optimize a task encoder for each task, which gen-
erates a task embedding based on past experience.
Meanwhile, we learn a policy which is shared across
all tasks and conditioned on task embeddings. Em-
pirical results1 on four simulated tasks demonstrate
that our method has better learning capacity on both
training and novel tasks and attains up to 3 to 4 times
higher returns compared to baselines.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) aims to guide an agent to
take actions in an environment such that the cumulative re-
ward is maximized [Sutton et al., 1998]. Recently, deep
RL has achieved great progress in applications such as Al-
phaGo [Silver et al., 2016], playing Atari games [Mnih
et al., 2013], and robotic control [Levine et al., 2016] by
using deep neural networks. However, existing RL meth-
ods suffer from data-inefficiency and limited generalization,
since they learn each task from scratch without reusing
past experience, even though these tasks are quite similar.
Recent progress in meta-learning has shown its power to
∗This work was primarily done during the author’s internship at
Huawei Noah’s Ark Lab.
†Corresponding Author.
1Code available at https://github.com/llan-ml/tesp.
solve few-shot classification problems [Finn et al., 2017;
Snell et al., 2017], which can learn a model for a novel few-
shot classification task in just a few iterations. In this paper,
we further investigate to apply meta-learning to RL domains
(called meta-RL).
Basically, meta-RL consists of two modules: policy and
meta-learner. The former defines the network structure map-
ping observations to actions, and the latter is applied to opti-
mize a policy (i.e., learn a set of parameters) for each task. The
objective of meta-RL is to train a meta-learner from a set of
RL tasks, which can quickly optimize a policy to solve a novel
but related task. In effect, meta-RL explores how to solve a
family of tasks rather than a single task as in conventional RL.
A major limitation of most meta-RL methods (discussed
thoroughly in § 2) is that they do not explicitly and adequately
model the individuality and the commonness of tasks, which
has proven to play an important role in the literature of multi-
task learning [Ruder, 2017; Ma et al., 2018] and should be
likewise applicable to meta-RL. Take the case of locomotion
tasks, where an agent needs to move to different target lo-
cations for different tasks. The nature of this type of tasks
(i.e., the commonness) is the way to control the agent to move
from one location to another, and different tasks are mainly
distinguished by the corresponding target locations (i.e., the
individuality). Humans have a similar mechanism to solve
such decision making problems. Imagine that when we want
to walk to some different places, we do not need to modify the
method we walk, but modify the destinations we want to go.
Therefore, we hypothesize that a more principled approach
for meta-RL is to characterize the commonness of all tasks
on the one hand and meta-learn how to quickly abstract the
individuality of each task on the other hand.
Based on the above motivation, we introduce a new compo-
nent into the current meta-RL framework, named task encoder,
and develop a new meta-RL method, which achieves better
performance on both training and novel tasks with Task En-
coder adaptation and Shared Policy, namely TESP. Figure 1
illustrates the computation graph of TESP. Instead of train-
ing a meta-learner that directly optimizes a policy for each
task (i.e., policy adaptation), TESP trains a meta-learner to
quickly optimize a task encoder for each task (i.e., task en-
coder adaptation). The task-specific encoder generates a latent
task embedding based on past experience (i.e., previously ex-
plored episodes) stored in an episode buffer. At the same time,
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(a) MAML [Finn et al., 2017].
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Figure 1: Computation graphs of MAML and TESP. (a) The meta-
learner f of MAML optimizes a policy θi for each task Ti via stan-
dard policy gradient using sampled episodes τi. (b) TESP trains a
meta-learner f and a shared policy. The meta-learner optimizes a
task encoder (TE) θTE,i for each task Ti based on previously sampled
episodes stored in the episode buffer Bi. The policy θpolicy is shared
across tasks and accomplishes a task based on observations and the
output of the corresponding task encoder.
TESP trains a shared policy across different tasks. The shared
policy is conditioned on task embeddings, which allows to
accomplish different tasks based on the corresponding task
embeddings with the same set of policy parameters.
The main idea behind TESP is that we apply the meta-
learner to quickly abstract the individuality of each task via
task encoder adaptation, and the shared policy characterizes
the commonness of a family of tasks. We evaluate our method
on a variety of simulated tasks: locomotion with a wheeled
agent, locomotion with a quadrupedal agent, 2-link reacher,
and 4-link reacher. Empirical results show that our method
has better learning capacity on both training and novel tasks.
2 Related Work
The works most related to ours are MAML [Finn et al., 2017]
and Meta-SGD [Li et al., 2017]. Specifically, MAML trains a
parametrized stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer as
the meta-learner, which is expected to have a good network ini-
tialization such that different tasks can be learned quickly with
vanilla policy gradient (VPG) [Williams, 1992]. Meta-SGD
further extends MAML by introducing adaptive per-parameter
learning rates. To a certain extent, the initialization and adap-
tive learning rates encode the commonness of different tasks.
However, the task-specific information (i.e., the individuality)
can only be implicitly obtained through subsequent policy
gradient update, which is sparse and delayed, and not effective
enough for exploration in RL. In contrast, we introduce a meta-
learned task encoder to explicitly abstract the individuality of
each task represented by a task embedding. For each task,
the task embedding is then fed into a policy network at each
timestep, which leads to dense and immediate task-specific
guidance. On the other hand, we encoder the commonness of
a kind of tasks into a shared policy, rather than the parameters
of the SGD optimizer.
Another related work is MAESN [Gupta et al., 2018b],
which additionally meta-learns a latent variable to capture the
task-specific information based on MAML. The variable is fed
into a policy network and held constant over the duration of
episodes as well. However, we observe that simply adapting a
single variable is not enough to represent a task in our experi-
ments (conducted in a more challenging way than [Gupta et al.,
2018b]). Meanwhile, there are some hierarchical RL (HRL)
works that involve optimizing a latent variable and have a simi-
lar network architecture to TESP. For example, [Florensa et al.,
2017] pre-learns a policy conditioned on skills represented by
a latent variable z, and uses the pre-learned policy conditioned
on task-specific skills to learn different tasks. The task-specific
skills are obtained by training extra neural networks with z
as input. The latent variables learned by the above works can
also be regarded as task embeddings, which, to some extent,
are learned in a transductive-like way. The key difference is
that our method tries to induce a general function to acquire
task embeddings from episodes that have been experienced in
the past, which should be more generalizable to novel tasks.
On the other hand, conventional HRL methods usually cannot
learn novel tasks quickly (e.g., in 3 iterations).
MLSH [Frans et al., 2018] also introduces the concept of
“shared policy”, which learns a set of shared policies across
all tasks and meta-learns a master policy to choose different
policies in different time periods for each task. We think
TESP and MLSH are developed from different perspectives
and should be complementary to each other. In particular,
TESP can be further extended with a set of shared conditional
policies, which we leave as future work. On the other hand,
the master policy of MLSH makes decisions based on obser-
vations, which could be further improved by conditioning on
a task embedding output by a (meta-learned) task encoder.
Another line of work is to use a recurrent architecture to act
as the meta-learner. For instance, [Duan et al., 2016] meta-
learns a recurrent neural network (RNN) which learns a task
by updating the hidden state via the rollout and preserving the
hidden state across episode boundaries. [Mishra et al., 2017]
further designs a more complex recurrent architecture based
on temporal convolutions and soft attention. These methods
encode the task individuality into the internal state of the meta-
learner (e.g., the hidden state of RNN). However, depending
on the feed-forward calculation to learn a task seems to lead to
completely overfitting to the distribution of training tasks and
fail to learn novel tasks sampled from a different distribution
as shown in [Houthooft et al., 2018]. Some prior works [Kang
and Feng, 2018; Tirinzoni et al., 2018] show that MAML also
suffers from this problem to some extent.
Other recent works mainly explore meta-RL from different
perspectives about what to meta-learn, such as the exploration
ability [Stadie et al., 2018], the replay buffer for training
DDPG [Lillicrap et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2018b], non-stationary
dynamics [Al-Shedivat et al., 2017], factors of temporal dif-
ference [Xu et al., 2018c], the loss function [Houthooft et al.,
2018], the environment model for model-based RL [Clavera et
al., 2018], and the reward functions in the context of unsuper-
vised learning and inverse RL respectively [Gupta et al., 2018a;
Xu et al., 2018a]. Interested readers could refer to the refer-
ence citations for more details.
3 Preliminaries
In this section, we first formally define the problem of meta-
RL, and then introduce a typical meta-learning (or meta-RL)
method, MAML [Finn et al., 2017], for consistency.
3.1 Meta-RL
In meta-RL, we consider a set of tasks D, of which each is
a Markov decision process (MDP). We denote each task by
Ti = (S,A,H, Pi, ri), where S is the state space 2, A is the
action space, H is the horizon (i.e., the maximum length of an
episode), Pi : S ×A× S → R>0 is the transition probability
distribution, and ri : S×A→ R is the reward function. Tasks
have the same state space, action space, and horizon, while
the transition probabilities and reward functions differ across
tasks.
Given the state si,t ∈ S perceived from the environ-
ment at time t for task Ti, a policy piθi : S × A → R>0,
parametrized by θi, predicts a distribution of actions, from
which an action ai,t ∼ piθi(ai,t|si,t) is sampled. The agent
moves to the next state si,t+1 ∼ Pi(si,t+1|si,t, ai,t), and
receives an immediate reward ri,t = ri(si,t, ai,t). As the
agent repeatedly interacts with the environment, an episode
τi = (si,0, ai,0, ri,0, ..., si,t, ai,t, ri,t, ...) is collected, and it
stops when the termination condition is reached or the length
of τi is H . We denote by τi ∼ Pi(τi|θi) sampling an episode
τi under piθi for task Ti. In general, the goal of meta-RL is
to train a meta-learner f , which can quickly learn a policy
(i.e., optimizing the parameter θi) to minimize the negative
expected reward for each task Ti ∈ D:
LTi(τi|θi) = −Eτi∼Pi(τi|θi)[R(τi)] (1)
where R(τi) =
∑
t ri,t.
Basically, the training procedure of meta-RL consists of
two alternate stages: fast-update and meta-update. During fast-
update, the meta-learner runs optimization several times (e.g.,
3 times) to obtain an adapted policy for each task. During
meta-update, the meta-learner is optimized to minimize the
total loss of all tasks under the corresponding adapted policies.
3.2 MAML
Different meta-RL methods mainly differ in the design of
the meta-learner and fast-update. Here, we will give a brief
introduction with MAML [Finn et al., 2017] as an example.
The computation graph of MAML is shown in Figure 1a.
MAML trains an SGD optimizer, parametrized by θ, as the
meta-learner. During fast-update, for each task Ti ∈ D, the
meta-learner first initializes a policy network with θ1i = θ, and
then performs VPG update K times. The fast-update stage is
formulated as follows:
θk+1i = θ
k
i − α∇θki LTi(τ
k
i |θki ), k = 1, . . . ,K (2)
where α is the learning rate and K is the number of fast-
updates. Combined with meta-update, MAML aims to learn
2We use the terms state and observation interchangeably through-
out this paper.
a good policy initialization, from which different parameters
can be quickly learned for different tasks.
4 Algorithm
In this section, we propose a new meta-RL method TESP that
explicitly models the individuality and commonness of tasks.
Specifically, TESP learns a shared policy to characterize the
task commonness, and simultaneously trains a meta-learner to
quickly abstract the individuality to enable the shared policy
to accomplish different tasks. We will first introduce the
overall network architecture of TESP, and then elaborate how
to leverage this architecture in a meta-learning manner.
4.1 Network Architecture
Here, we first introduce the network structure of TESP com-
posed of a task encoder and a policy network, which is illus-
trated in Figure 2.
Task Encoder
The task encoder maps each task into a low-dimensional latent
space. It is expected that the low-dimensional space Rd can
capture differences among tasks, such that we can represent
the individuality of each task using a low-dimensional vector
h ∈ Rd named task embedding. The first question is what kind
of information we can use to learn such a low-dimensional
space. In RL, an agent explores in an environment and gener-
ates a bundle of episodes. Obviously, these episodes contain
characteristics of the ongoing task which can be used to ab-
stract some specific information about the task.
Therefore, let us denote the task encoder by g : E → Rd,
where E indicates the set of all episodes that an agent has
experienced in an environment. However, simply using all
episodes is computationally intensive in practice, because we
usually sample dozens of (e.g., 32) episodes at each iteration
and the size of E will increase rapidly. Considering that our
goal is to learn a discriminative embedding to characterize
a task, the episodes with low rewards are helpless or even
harmful as shown in § 5.3. To accelerate and boost the learning
process, we propose to build an episode buffer Bi for each
task Ti ∈ D, which stores the best M episodes an agent has
experienced. Mathematically, we initialize the buffer as an
empty set B0i = ∅, and then update the episode buffer as
follows:
Bki = SM (B
k−1
i ∪ {τki,1, . . . , τki,N}), k = 1, 2, . . . , (3)
where Bki is the episode buffer after the k
th iteration3, τki,∗ is
the episodes sampled at the kth iteration, N is the number of
episodes sampled at each iteration, and SM is a function that
selects the best M (M < N ) episodes in terms of rewards:
SM (X) = argmax
X′⊂X,|X′|=M
∑
τ∈X′
R(τ). (4)
Furthermore, we use the episodes in the buffer to abstract the
individuality of each task, as shown in Figure 2. Mathemati-
cally, we have
hki =
1
M
∑
τ∈Bk−1i
g(τ), k = 1, 2, . . . , (5)
3Hereafter, the iteration means the fast-update in the scope of
meta-learning.
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Figure 2: Network architecture of TESP composed of a task encoder
(an RNN with GRU cell followed by a fully-connected (FC) layer)
and a policy network (an MLP network). For each task Ti, when
sampling episodes τki,∗ at the k
th iteration (or fast-update), the task
encoder first uses experienced episodes stored in the episode buffer
τ ∈ Bk−1i to calculate the corresponding task embedding hki . Then,
the embedding hki , along with the observation, is passed into the
MLP network to predict a distribution of actions at each timestep.
where g(τ) refers to modeling an episode using the task en-
coder and hki is the task embedding of task Ti after the ex-
ploration of the (k − 1)th iteration (or before the exploration
of the kth iteration). Although a more principled way could
be to design a more comprehensive mechanism to effectively
and efficiently utilize all previously sampled episodes, we em-
pirically find that the simple episode buffer can achieve good
enough performance, and we leave it as future work.
Given that an episode is a sequence of triplets (st, at, rt),
we model the task encoder g as an RNN with GRU cell fol-
lowed by a fully-connected layer. At each timestep, the GRU
cell receives the concatenation of state, action, and reward as
shown in Figure 2.
Policy
The policy pi predicts a distribution of actions based on the
input. Since we have modeled each task using the correspond-
ing task embedding, an agent can make decisions conditioned
on the task-specific knowledge in addition to raw observations.
Mathematically, we sample an episode τki for task Ti at the
kth iteration:
τki ∼ pi(τki |hki ). (6)
At each timestep, the action is sampled as
aki,t ∼ pi(aki,t|[ski,t, hki ]), (7)
where the input is the concatenation of the current observation
and the task embedding of Ti. Note that hki represents the
agent’s understanding of task Ti, and thus is appended to each
timestep of the sampling at the kth iteration.
4.2 Meta-Learning
As mentioned before, we aim to quickly learn some discrim-
inative information (i.e., the individuality) about a task, and
model the commonness of a kind of tasks. For the individual-
ity, inspired by MAML [Finn et al., 2017], we propose to train
an SGD optimizer (i.e., the meta-learner) to quickly learn a
task encoder gi for each task Ti ∈ D, which further generates
the corresponding task embedding. For the commonness, we
propose to learn a policy, which is shared across different
tasks. The shared policy is conditioned on task-specific em-
beddings, which allows to accomplish different tasks with the
same policy parameters.
While an alternative for the individuality is to simply learn
a single task encoder and use the same set of parameters to
obtain task embeddings of different tasks based on the corre-
sponding episode buffers, we find that it poorly generalizes to
novel tasks as shown in § 5.3.
The parameters involved in TESP include
θ = {θTE, α, θpolicy}, (8)
where θTE and α are the initialization and the learning rate of
the SGD optimizer, and θpolicy is the parameter of the shared
policy. Empirically, we use adaptive per-parameter learning
rates α, which has been found to have better performance than
a fixed learning rate, as in some prior works [Li et al., 2017;
Al-Shedivat et al., 2017; Gupta et al., 2018b].
Fast-update
The purpose of the fast-update is to quickly optimize a task
encoder gi for each task Ti and obtain the corresponding task
embedding, which is formulated as
θk+1TE,i = θ
k
TE,i − α ◦ ∇θkTE,iLTi(τ
k
i |θki ), k = 1, . . . ,K. (9)
Here, θ1TE,i = θTE, K is the number of fast-updates, ◦ denotes
Hadamard product, and the definition of LTi is the same as
Eq. (1). Due to that the episode buffer is empty at the be-
ginning, to make the derivation feasible at the first iteration,
we first warm up the episode buffer by sampling a bundle of
episodes τwarmi with the task embedding h
warm
i assigned to a
zero vector, and then calculate h1i and sample episodes τ
1
i .
Meta-update
During meta-update, we optimize the parameters of the SGD
optimizer and the policy together to minimize the following
objective function:
min
θTE,α,θpolicy
∑
Ti∈D
LTi(τ
K+1
i |θK+1TE,i , α, θpolicy) + η
∑
i
‖hK+1i ‖2,
(10)
where η > 0 is a constant factor that balances the effects of
the two terms. Here, we propose to improve the generalization
ability from two aspects: (1) The parameter θpolicy is only opti-
mized w.r.t. all tasks during meta-update (without adaptation
during fast-update), which enforces that a versatile policy is
learned; (2) The second term in Eq. (10) acts as a regularizer
to constrain that task embeddings of different tasks are not so
far from the origin point such that the shared policy cannot
learn to cheat. This term is inspired by VAE [Kingma and
Welling, 2013], where the KL divergence between the learned
distribution and a normal distribution should be small. We per-
form ablation studies on these two aspects in § 5.3. A concise
training procedure is provided in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Training Procedure of TESP
Input: training tasks D and the number of fast-updates K
Output: the meta-learner θTE, α and the shared policy θpolicy
1: Randomly initialize θTE, α, and θpolicy
2: while not done do
3: Sample a batch of tasks Ti ∈ D
4: for all Ti do
5: Initialize θ1i = {θTE, α, θpolicy}
6: Sample episodes τwarmi with h
warm
i = ~0, and warm up B
0
i =
SM ({τwarmi,1 , . . . , τwarmi,N })
7: for k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} do
8: Calculate task embedding hki via Eq. (5) using θkTE,i
9: Sample episodes τki using h
k
i and θpolicy
10: Perform fast-update
θk+1TE,i = θ
k
TE,i − α ◦ ∇θkTE,iLTi(τ
k
i |θki )
11: Update the episode buffer
Bki = SM (B
k−1
i ∪ {τki,1, . . . , τki,N})
12: end for
13: Calculate task embedding hK+1i , and sample episodes
τK+1i using h
K+1
i and θpolicy
14: end for
15: Update θTE, α, and θpolicy to optimize the objective func-
tion (10)
16: end while
Adaptation to Novel Tasks
At testing time, we have a set of novel tasks, and expect to
learn these tasks as efficiently as possible. We have obtained an
SGD optimizer and a shared policy. The SGD optimizer is able
to quickly learn a task encoder to abstract the individuality of
a task represented by a task embedding, and the shared policy
is able to accomplish different tasks conditioned on different
task embeddings. Therefore, for each novel task, we simply
sample episodes and employ the SGD optimizer to learn a
task encoder to acquire the appropriate task embedding hi
according to Eq. (5) and (9), while the policy does not need
further adaptation.
5 Experiments
In this section, we comparatively evaluate our proposed
method on four tasks with MuJoCo simulator [Todorov et
al., 2012]: (1) a wheeled agent attempting to reach different
target locations, (2) a quadrupedal ant attempting to reach dif-
ferent target locations, (3) a 2-link reacher attempting to reach
different end-effector target locations, (4) a 4-link reacher
attempting to reach different end-effector target locations. Fig-
ure 3 shows the renderings of agents used in the above tasks.
5.1 Experimental Settings
For each family of tasks, we sample 100 target locations within
a circle ρ < R1 as training tasks D. When it comes to testing,
we consider two scenarios: (1) Sample another 100 target lo-
cations within the circle ρ < R1 as novel/testing tasks D′ (i.e.,
from the same distribution); (2) Sample 100 target locations
within an annulus R1 < ρ < R2 as novel tasks D′′ (i.e., from
a different distribution). The wheeled and ant agents always
start from the origin point, and the reachers are placed along
the horizontal direction at the beginning.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3: Renderings of the (a) wheeled agent, (b) quadrupedal ant,
(c) 2-link reacher, and (d) 4-link reacher.
We compare TESP with three baselines: MAML [Finn et
al., 2017], Meta-SGD [Li et al., 2017], and TESP with a
single variable being optimized during fast-update (denoted
by AdaptSV) analogously to MAESN [Gupta et al., 2018b].
Here, we did not consider recurrent meta-learners such as
RL2 [Duan et al., 2016] and SNAIL [Mishra et al., 2017], due
to that prior works have shown that recurrent meta-learners
tend to completely overfit to the distribution of training tasks
and cannot generalize to out-of-distribution tasks (i.e., D′′ in
this paper). We did not include some traditional HRL baselines
that have a similar architecture to our method, because they are
generally not suitable to our scenarios where we consider fast
learning on novel tasks. For example, [Florensa et al., 2017]
requires training an extra neural network from scratch when
learning a novel task, which is almost impossible to converge
in 3 iterations.
For each method, we set the number of fast-updates K to
3, and use the first-order approximation during fast-update to
speed up the learning process as mentioned in [Finn et al.,
2017]. We use VPG [Williams, 1992] to perform fast-update,
and PPO [Schulman et al., 2017] to perform meta-update. For
detailed settings of environments and experiments, please refer
to the supplement at https://github.com/llan-ml/tesp.
5.2 Empirical Results
To better reflect the learning ability on training tasks and
the generalization ability on novel tasks, we plot learning
curves of different methods on both training and novel tasks
as shown in Figure 4. Specifically, we perform evaluations
on D, D′, and D′′ every 25 meta-updates. In each evaluation,
we apply the models of different methods to perform 3 fast-
updates for each task, and report the average return after fast-
updates over all tasks. The reported returns are calculated by
R = 1100
∑
Ti
∑
t r
dist
i,t , where 100 indicates the size of D, D
′,
or D′′, and rdisti,t is the distance reward which is the negative
distance to the target location.
From Figure 4, we observe that TESP significantly outper-
forms all baselines on D, which indicates TESP has better
learning capacity than baselines on training tasks and is ex-
pected since TESP uses a more complex network (i.e., an extra
RNN for the task encoder). In addition, all methods includ-
ing our TESP and baselines have similar learning curves on
D and D′, which demonstrates their ability to generalize to
novel tasks sampled from the training distribution. However,
the baselines tend to overfit to the training distribution and
show poor performance on out-of-distribution tasks D′′, but
our TESP still has good performance on D′′. Moreover, the
gap between the performance of TESP on training and out-of-
distribution tasks is smaller than those of baselines. Therefore,
the reason why TESP shows better performance on D′′ is not
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(a) Wheeled locomotion.
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(b) Ant locomotion.
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(c) 2-link reacher.
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(d) 4-link reacher.
Figure 4: Learning curves on training and testing tasks. The y-axis
represents the average return after 3 fast-updates over all tasks. We
directly apply the models trained on D to perform evaluations, and
thus testing tasks D′ and D′′ are not seen during the training of mod-
els. The plots are averaged over the best performing 3 random seeds
out of 10 random seeds. For easy reading, the y-axes of some plots
are truncated and the markers are plotted every 100 meta-updates.
only that TESP learns training tasks better, but also that TESP
is more generalizable.
The comparison with AdaptSV shows that simply adapting
a single variable is not enough to represent different tasks. In
contrast, our method is able to efficiently obtain a task em-
bedding to represent each task by leveraging past experience
stored in an episode buffer with a meta-learned task encoder.
On the other hand, the convergence of TESP is more stable
as the number of meta-updates increases, and the variance of
TESP over different random seeds is smaller than baselines.
5.3 Ablation Studies
Since we introduce several different ideas into TESP, including
the episode buffer holding the best M experienced episodes
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Figure 5: Ablation studies on 2-link reacher tasks.
for each task, the learnable SGD optimizer for task encoders,
the shared policy, the regularization term in Eq. (10), and
adaptive per-parameter learning rates of the learnable SGD op-
timizer, we perform ablations to investigate the contributions
of these different ideas. Variants considered are (1) the episode
buffer holding all experienced episodes for each task, (2) ad-
ditionally fast-updating the policy for each task, (3) η = 0
(i.e., without the regularization term), (4) α = 0 (i.e., without
the SGD optimizer for fast-updating task encoders), and (5)
holding constant the learning rate of the SGD optimizer. From
Figure 5, we observe that most variants have similar perfor-
mance to TESP on D and D′, but perform much worse on
D′′. The comparison with V1 shows that episodes with low
rewards have a bad impact on the learning of task embeddings.
Comparing TESP with V2 and V3, we confirm that the shared
policy and the regularization term enable better generalization,
especially for out-of-distribution novel tasks. The results of V4
indicate that it is crucial to leverage the proposed architecture
in a meta-learning manner. As in prior works [Li et al., 2017;
Al-Shedivat et al., 2017; Gupta et al., 2018b], we also find
that adaptive per-parameter learning rates can lead to better
performance by comparing TESP with V5.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we presented TESP, of which the basic idea
is to explicitly model the individuality and commonness of
tasks in the scope of meta-RL. Specifically, TESP trains a
shared policy and an SGD optimizer coupled to a task encoder
network from a set of tasks. When it comes to a novel task,
we apply the SGD optimizer to quickly learn a task encoder
which generates the corresponding task embedding, while the
shared policy remains unchanged and just predicts actions
based on observations and the task embedding. In future work,
an interesting idea would be to extend TESP with a set of
shared conditional policies inspired by [Frans et al., 2018].
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